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Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been successfully applied to scheduling problems. Current improvements
towards convergence issues in EAs include incest prevention and multiplicity features.
A multiplicity feature allows multiple recombination on multiple parents [7, 8, 9, 10]. The method was
successfully applied to multimodal optimization problems. As a consequence of this approach it was detected that
all individuals of the final population are much more centred on the optimum. This is an important issue when the
application requires provision of multiple alternative near-optimal solutions confronting system dynamics as in
production planning. The multiplicity  feature here discussed is related to new proposed multi-recombination
methods:<

 MCPC: =?>A@CBED F!@HGJI�KMLONPNQLORSGTKPN�F�G1KUI�LA>VF�@EGMW  which reinforces the exploitation of features of previously found
(good) solutions.X

 MCMP: Y?ZO[E\^] _�[C`-a�bMcOdPdQcOeO`1b%d�cOf�Y?Z
[^\E] _![E`�g�hibQ`1fj\^d , which provides a balance in exploitation and exploration
because the searching space is efficiently exploited (by the multiple application of crossovers) and explored
(by a greater number of samples provided by multiple parents). MCMP provides a means to exploit good
features of more than two parents selected according to their fitness by repeatedly applying one of the scanning
crossover ( SX) variants [5]: a number kml  of crossovers is applied on a number n
o  of selected parents. From thep
q  produced offspring a number rts  of them are selected, according to some criterion, to be inserted in the next
generation. This is the method used in all our experiments.

The idea of u^vjwTx1yQzm{}|%xT~SxTvtzCuE�Ov  was initially proposed by Eshelman and Shaffer [6] and showed its benefits to
avoid premature convergence. The method avoided mating of pairs showing similarities based on the parents’
hamming distance. Incest prevention was extended in [1] by maintaining information about ancestors within the
chromosome and modifying the selection for reproduction in order to prevent mating of individuals belonging to
the same “family” , for a predefined number of generations. This novel approach was also tested on a set of
multimodal functions.
In scheduling the main difficulty encountered is to specify an appropriate representation of feasible schedules
(the solution of JSSP) [3].  The representations can be direct or indirect [2].
Two different indirect representations are used. They are the �O�S���O�A�T�P�  and the �}�%�E�O�Q�^� ���Q�
�^�-�O�i�Q�S�  representation.
Both are domain-independent representations, then they do not contain auxiliary information of the particular
scheduling problem.

Using decoders is another way to face a problem involving permutations. A chromosome is an � -vector where
the �^� �  component is an integer in the range 1..( �j��� +1). The chromosome is interpreted as a strategy to extract
items from an ordered list �  and build a permutation.
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The use of decoders for permutation problems allows the direct implementation of conventional crossovers
avoiding the need of penalties or repair actions. This is strongly true in the multirecombination approaches where
the SX methods as initially defined are not applicable for permutation representations.
In [17] a multirecombinative approach MCMP and its further combination with incest prevention MCMPIP was
introduced, solving the JSSP for a set of instances [15] of distinct complexity. After long series of experiments,
better results were obtained when the number �,� of crossovers was augmented for a given number �A   of parents.
In many cases, the final population was centred on the fittest individual, providing a set of alternative schedules,
which can help to deal with system dynamics.

With a priority-rule-based representation [4, 12] a chromosome is encoded as a sequence of dispatching rules for
job assignment and a schedule is built with a priority dispatching heuristic based on the sequence of dispatching
rules. Evolutionary algorithms are used to evolve those chromosomes improving the sequences of dispatching
rules. Priority dispatching rules are frequently applied heuristics for solving scheduling problems due to their
ease of implementation and low time complexity. Giffler and Thompson´s algorithms can be considered as the
basis of priority rule based heuristics [11]. The main problem is to determine an effective priority rule.
In [19] a hybrid multirecombinative evolutionary algorithm (MCMP-PRB) to solve the JSSP was introduced. It
used both multiple crossovers on multiple parents and priority dispatching rules. By means of the rule based
representation MCMP could be applied creating valid offspring after each recombination operation. Repair
algorithms or penalty functions were no needed.  The approach was tested on a set of instances of varied
complexity [15]. After this preliminary experiments we conclude that MCMP-PRB provided optimal solutions
on most of them. It is remarkable also the fact that the composition of the final population guarantees the supply
of many near optimal solutions that can help facing changes in system dynamics.
A comparison of the two previous evolutionary approaches to solve the JSSP appeared in [16]. MCMP-PBR
reached the optimum for any (¡m¢^£-¤O¥ ) combination for ¦^§m¨O© , ªE«t¬
 , ®C¯m°S±  and ²C³'´�µ  instances. When instance
complexity increased it became harder for both algorithms to find the optimum and this problem is stronger
under MCMP-Dec (MCMP option with decoder representation) where a tendency to stagnate the search is
detected. In general, MCMP-PBR performs better than MCMP-Dec.
In a direct representation, like job based representation [14], a schedule is encoded into a chromosome and
evolutionary algorithms are used to evolve those chromosomes to determine a better schedule. Using this kind of
representation is necessary to consider special crossover operators. The conventional ones (one-point or
multipoint crossover) generally might produce illegal offspring in the sense that some jobs may be missed while
some others may be duplicated in the offspring. There are some specific crossover operators designed to apply to
a permutation such as: partial-mapped crossover (PMX), order crossover (OX), cycle crossover (CX), order-
based crossover, and so on.
Due to the use of permutations in the chromosome representation, the traditional SX methods were not applied in
multirecombination, because they can produce infeasible offspring. Besides, the existence of special scanning
crossover to work with permutations, such ¶A·¹¸O¶Oº�»½¼jº¹¾�¿O¶OÀM»�·/ºTÁMÂOÀ%ÀMÂOÃ�»1Á (ABC) [5], in [18] another way of multi-
recombination is considered. In this case the PMX operator replaces the scanning method. From the Ä 2 parents
selected, the best one is called the ÅMÆCÇ
È  (the breeding individual) for that group. Two crossover points are
determined in a random way, the stud is combined with the rest of the parents selected using PMX. From that
multi-recombination, 2*( É 2 -1) offspring are obtained, but only the best one survive. The preceding crossover
process is repeated Ê 1 times. Finally Ë 1 offsprings are obtained and the best one is selected to pass to the next
generation.
An evolutionary algorithm using MCMP with PMX creating only the offspring that preserves the stud substring
was contrasted to one using the conventional single crossover per each couple of parents (SCPC) with
conventional PMX creating two offspring per mating action. These approaches were used to solve the JSSP for a
set of instances of distinct complexity. After long series of experiments we can conclude that the
multirecombinative approach (MCMP) outperforms the conventional one (SCPC) in each performance variable.
In general, better results are obtained when 4 crossovers are applied than when 1 crossover is applied. In many
cases the final population is centred on the fittest individual, providing a set of alternative schedules, which can
help to deal with system dynamics.

ÌJÍ�Î�Ï�Ð�Ñ�ÒiÓ�Í�Î�Ò�Ô�Î�Õ×Ö�Ø�Ù'Ø�Ú�Û�ÜÞÝ�ß�à
This contribution presents a multirecombinative approach MCMP and its further combination with incest
prevention, to solve the JSSP for a set of instances of distinct complexity using diverse representations.
All the cases presented in this report, dealing with multiplicity features, outperform a simple evolutionary
algorithm. Considering that promising results reached incorporating the multiplicity feature encourage us to deep
investigation in this area.
Future work will be oriented to introduce different representations into an evolutionary algorithm gathered for
the JSS problems, mainly those that belong to the category of direct representations.



To improve results in complex instances, further works include self adaptation of parameters such as ( á,â ,ã
ä )
associations, population size and probabilities of crossover and mutation.åJæ!ç�æ�è3æ�é�ê�æ�ë
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